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Conceptual frameworks facilitate integration for
transdisciplinary urban science
Weiqi Zhou 1,2✉, S. T. A. Pickett 3 and Timon McPhearson 3,4,5

There are urgent calls for developing a comprehensive and globally-relevant urban science that emphasizes convergence among
disciplines and practice. Advancing theory and conceptual frameworks is critical to developing a new urban systems science. We
synthesize five frameworks that address features identified in calls for global urban science. The frameworks address the
overarching urban conditions of complexity, diffuseness, connectivity, and diversity of cities across the globe. The frameworks also
help evaluate how a project or study may advance sustainability. The metacity concept, a spatially scalable representation of mosaic
change in urban systems, demonstrates how the frameworks apply to increasingly extensive, spatially heterogeneous, and dynamic
urban regions. The metacity concept helps avoid static and isolated plans and management approaches and provides a conceptual
foundation for an interdisciplinary urban systems science. The frameworks suggest a practical checklist that may help interventions,
strategies, and research better align with goals for transforming urban systems toward sustainability.
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ADVANCING URBAN SYSTEMS SCIENCE FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Urban regions are massively changing in demographics, socio-
economic processes, urban form, technologies, and environment1.
These transformations affect sustainability2 and have spillover
effects on virtually all areas of the Earth3, suggesting that cities
are key to global sustainability4,5. The need to understand these
interacting transformations and to solve the complex problems they
cause, has led to calls for a new global urban science6,7. Advancing
global urban sustainability involves paradigm shifts1 or “conver-
gence science,” defined as “integrating knowledge, methods, and
expertize from different disciplines and forming novel frameworks to
catalyze scientific discovery and innovation“8,9. To help meet the
challenge of convergence science, we here synthesize established
conceptual frameworks from the interdisciplinary science of social-
ecological-technological systems (SETS)10,11.
The calls for a global urban science1,6,9,11–13 identify the goals of

that new science. It must address: (1) the joint social, ecological,
and technological nature of urban systems14,15; (2) the role of
disruptive actions in urban transformation16; (3) the capacity of
urban systems to adapt17; (4) the interactive and dynamic
complexity of urban spatial form18; and (5) transboundary flows
at multiple scales13. The new emerging urban theory must account
for the major conditions of global urbanization, that is complexity,
diffuse boundaries, connectedness, and diversity. The theory must
possess mechanistic frameworks that operationalize the theory in
actual situations (Fig. 1). We present a novel synthesis of existing
frameworks to facilitate the “synthetic and holistic enquiry” that a
global urban science1 can bring to urban agendas such as
Sustainable Development Goal 11—to “make cities and human
settlements, inclusive, safe, resilient, and sustainable”12.
The synthesis uses the major conditions of global urbanization

to identify key frameworks—(1) the human ecosystem, (2)
disturbance, (3) resilience, (4) dynamic heterogeneity, and (5)
the continuum of urbanity—that can support sustainability
solutions. The synthesis also employs a scalable, overarching

“metacity” concept that conceives of urban areas as multifaceted,
spatially heterogeneous, and dynamic regional systems (Fig. 1).
The synthesis of frameworks can be employed to evaluate
whether interventions aimed at urban sustainability address the
global urban conditions. The synthesis is exemplified by four cases
woven through the text: extreme urban heat, the role of vacant
land in urban cores, green stormwater infrastructure, and a new
urban development in China.

FRAMEWORKS FOR LINKING AND TRANSLATING GLOBAL
URBAN CONDITIONS
To ensure the comprehensive synthesis that convergence science
demands9, we combine frameworks that relate to each of the widely
recognized major conditions that characterize urban systems and
dynamics19: (1) complexity, (2) diffuseness, (3) connectivity, and (4)
diversity. These four global urban conditions are grand general-
izations that must be linked to each other and translated to different
places and contexts19. Conceptual frameworks help achieve
translation from general states to specific places. The breadth of
the literature on urbanism suggests that no single framework covers
all global urban conditions. Consequently several frameworks must
be synthesized to promote urban systems science20,21.
Based on the phenomena previously identified as requirements

for global urban science1,6,9,11–13, we identified five frameworks of
SETS interactions underlying urban form and change. These
frameworks are relevant to the conceptual space defined by the
four global urban conditions, as well as to the practical goals
articulated for global urban science. The power of the frameworks
for advancing urban science is not their novelty or distinctness,
but rather how they complement each other. The selected
frameworks are: (1) the human ecosystem22,23, (2) disturbance or
perturbation10,24, (3) resilience25,26, (4) dynamic heterogeneity27,28,
and (5) the “continuum of urbanity”, which specifies the
mechanisms and scales of connectivity across urban systems29.
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We first describe the frameworks, and then connect them to the
global urban conditions. A final synthetic step shows how the five
frameworks can operate within an inclusive spatial and dynamic
urban concept—the metacity—that will be defined below. We
end by highlighting practical contributions of our synthesis to
design for sustainability.

FRAMEWORK 1: THE HUMAN ECOSYSTEM
An expression of a complex systems view is the human ecosystem
framework22,30, which combines sociological and biophysical
perspectives. The human ecosystem, also known by terms such as
social-ecological systems14,23,31,32, social-ecological-technological
systems (Fig. 2)11,15, or the total human ecosystem33, considers
urban areas as a kind of comprehensive ecosystem. Thus, the
human ecosystem is constituted not only the biological and physical
components from the fundamental ecosystem idea, but includes
construction, buildings, infrastructures, technologies and the full
range of social, economic, and cultural manifestations of human
life34–36. The human ecosystem is fundamental to the synthesis
presented here and is co-produced by interacting social and natural
processes37,38.

FRAMEWORK 2: DISTURBANCE
Ecology considers that natural systems are subject to periodic
structural disruptions or disturbances39,40. Urbanism likewise
acknowledges disruptive events such as the “creative destruction”41

of capitalism. The disturbance framework42 readily applies to social-
ecological-technological urban systems10. The 1995 Chicago heat
wave (Fig. 3) illustrates the disturbance framework. The model
shows how extreme events interact with the structure of social-
ecological-technological systems to translate external drivers into
system effects and to generate change. Disturbance is a process

initiated by an event, in this case a massive, regional system of hot
dry air that persisted for 5 days, that disrupts the structure of a
system. The vulnerability of the system to disruption, indicated by
human morbidity and mortality in this case, is determined by the
structure, composition, and interactions within it. Relevant struc-
tures in Chicago were poverty, capacity of the medical establish-
ment, and lack of a heat warning system. Whether the system
recovers or transitions to another state is determined by the
resources that can be deployed toward recovery and the capacity
for development within system components.

FRAMEWORK 3: RESILIENCE
Resilience describes the mechanisms of change or persistence in
complex systems, and provides a way to determine when a
system has shifted to a new state43. The concept acknowledges
the difference between resilience in engineered systems that have
a straightforward function, versus resilience in complex systems
that have non-linearities, open ended change, and self-
organization43,44. Applying resilience to social-ecological systems
and more recently to SETS has been an important advance14,45,46.
Resilience theory posits that systems accumulate social and

ecological complexity as they develop from phases where system
components depend upon freely available resources toward
structures that conserve resources. Given concerns about climate
change impacts in cities, examining events such as the 1995
Chicago heat wave and how it disrupted a structurally conservative
systems is informative. During the 1995 heat wave, high mortality
occurred where social and financial resources were apparently
insufficient to allow persons to avoid the physiological stresses of
the extraordinary heat, stagnant air, and high humidity at the
surface. The foci of mortality illustrate a “poverty trap” in the
resilience cycle47,48. Literal poverty was associated with poor access
to air conditioning and reluctance of empoverished residents to
open ground floor windows for ventilation. A figurative poverty trap
was the limited capacity of the medical system to deal with
unprecedented demand in the 1995 heatwave. Organizational “lock-
in” was seen in the inability of the city to warn residents in advance
due to lapsed memory about prior extreme heat waves, built-in
barriers to communication among different emergency services, and
the inability to quickly boost emergency room and ambulance
services. However, during reorganization after the heat wave, the
Chicago urban system exhibited adaptive capacity by vesting new
powers in the Department of Emergency Management (which later
added public communication to its mandate) to coordinate
response. The Chicago heat wave also stimulated adaptation of
federal agencies to deal with urban heat waves. Indeed, urban heat
waves are now a primary concern for sustainable urban futures49,50.
A 1999 heat wave in Chicago resulted in fewer than 200 excess
deaths, demonstrating system adaptation to extreme heat.

FRAMEWORK 4: DYNAMIC HETEROGENEITY
The framework of dynamic heterogeneity places the temporal
changes during the resilience cycle in a spatial context. Spatial
heterogeneity is a major aspect of cities51–53 and is both raw
material and output of urban planning54. Disturbance reacts to
existing heterogeneity and generates new patterns of urban
heterogeneity.
The 1995 Chicago city-wide mortality statistics are stark, but

racial and economic segregation suggest that vulnerability and
response to heat waves may be highly spatialized55–58 (Fig. 4).
Dynamic heterogeneity suggests that the social and material
differences identified at coarse scales in Chicago would have finer-
scale implications for interaction of social and biophysical
heterogeneities over time (Fig. 5).

Fig. 1 The structure of the synthesis. The goals desired for global
urban science motivate the synthesis (A). The synthesis must
address the prevailing conditions of global urbanization (B).
Mechanistic frameworks are employed to translate the conceptual
content of the theory to interactions and constraints that operate in
actual or proposed urban situations (C). The metacity concept
provides a representational and modeling strategy to apply the
frameworks at various scales to explain urban spatial and temporal
dynamics and processes (D). The synthesis is supported by reference
to working models of heat waves, vacancy in urban cores, green
stormwater infrastructure, and new urban development (E).
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FRAMEWORK 5: CONTINUUM OF URBANITY
The continuum of urbanity is a new framework that emphasizes
modes and effects of connectivity within and among urban
regions29. It posits that all locations are a mixture of characteristics
that are urban and characteristics that are rural or wild. Sites can
be ranked by their degree of urbanness or urbanity29. Each site is
characterized by (1) livelihood, or how people support themselves;
(2) lifestyle, or how they identify socially and express group
identity via consumption and leisure; (3) how the site and
inhabitants are connected locally and with distant areas through
migration, commuting, investment, information, energy,
resources, and waste; and (4) the structure and perception of
the area as a social-ecological-technological system. The mixture
of livelihoods, lifestyles, connections, and social-ecological struc-
tures position a site on the conceptual continuum.
Connectivity across and among urban regions relative to heat

wave preparedness exemplifies the a key aspect of the continuum
of urbanity: the exchange of information. The lessons from the
1995 Chicago and European heat waves in the 21st century (e.g.,
2003, 2006, 2007, 2015, 2018, and 2019), and from subsequent
supra-regional heat waves that affected Chicago and other
American cities have been shared widely. The improved knowl-
edge of the causes of and social factors that correlate with
mortality during extreme heat events has improved how cities
prepare for the unpredictability of extreme heat in relation to
social vulnerabilities. This knowledge in turn has helped improve
emergency planning or mitigation in many cities. Thus, the
resilience cycle combines with the continuum of urbanity in heat
wave adaptation.

LINKING AND TRANSLATING FRAMEWORKS TO THE GLOBAL
URBAN CONDITIONS
The overarching global urban conditions provide the context for59

the frameworks, each of which links to several of the contexts
(Fig. 1):

● Complexity in urban systems is explained by the human
ecosystem framework, with its combined social-ecological
composition of urban systems. Complexity is also generated
and modified by disturbance as a mechanism of urban
change. The resilience cycle requires adaptive capacities,
some of which function via compartmentalization, which is a
dimension of spatial and organizational complexity.

● Diffuseness is associated with porous boundaries, resulting in
gradients of urban differentiation that characterize some
adaptive capacities for resilience19. Risk spreading is an
adaptive capacity of resilience that relies on diffuseness.
Dynamic heterogeneity, because it may shift patch identity
and contrast over time, and involve both social and
biophysical drivers and responses, can generate diffuseness
in urban systems. But diffuseness appears most compellingly
in the continuum of urbanity, reflecting the urban/rural
integration of individual patches at many scales.

● Connectedness appears in how the resilience cycle redeploys
resources after disturbance. A lack of internal connectedness
may prevent redistribution of resources. Connectedness may
also appear in dynamic heterogeneity when nearby or distant
patches supply agents of change that can move to or distally
influence focal patches. Furthermore, connectedness, whether
local or global, is a primary feature of the continuum of urbanity.

Fig. 2 The human ecosystem as social-ecological-technological systems (SETS). It emphasizes the social-behavioral, ecological-biophysical,
and technological-infrastructural domains and their interaction (Adapted from ref. 75).
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● Diversity of the types and structures of different cities across the
globe relies mainly on two frameworks. Dynamic heterogeneity
diversifies the local variety of social and biophysical disturbance
agents, thus contributing to the global differentiation of urban
systems. The continuum of urbanity, which recognizes the
power of teleconnections, also acknowledges that regional
ecological and social conditions can affect how different areas
respond to or participate in those teleconnections.

THE METACITY AS A TOOL FOR INTEGRATION
The metacity is a concept that has great synthetic power, and so
we introduce this new concept here to facilitate the transition to
transdisciplinary convergence science. A metacity is an urban
mosaic, at any scale, that consists of patches differentiated by
their interacting biophysical, social, and technological compo-
nents60,61. The concept focuses not only on spatial differentiation
among patches, but also on the temporal dynamics of individual
patches and the resultant changes over time in the mosaic as a
whole (Fig. 6). Patches may be differentiated by their hybrid
structures, and by the contrasting kinds or levels of processes that
each patch supports. Furthermore, patches can be connected to
greater or lesser degrees by flows of energy, organisms (including
people), information, and materials. Consequently, a metacity is a
comprehensive way to represent the spatial, temporal, structural,
and process-based features of any urban system. A metacity
model can be applied within neighborhoods, based, for example
on contrasts among property parcels in a block. The same
conception based on heterogeneity, change, and linkages, can be
applied to different districts within a metropolis, where contrasts
might be based on various mixtures of housing, business, and
associated open space, and where changes might appear through

time based on changes in economic investments, human
migration, or vegetation dynamics. At a coarser scale, industrial
firms themselves may come and go based on global patterns of
regulation, taxes, or wages.
The spatially nested hierarchies of metacities may contain cross-

scale interactions. Investments in high speed, limited access
highways at coarse scales across a metropolis can generate
changes in residential density of different fine scale neighbor-
hoods. Changes in urban patchiness in the Chiang Mai region of
Thailand illustrate some of the kinds of changes that occur over
time in the spatial and functional mosaic of an urbanizing
region62. The Chang Mai region as a metacity is responding to
increasing urban population, shifts from farming to support of
tourists, consolidation of handicrafts into factory zones, the
adoption of private villa-style housing in contrast to temple-
centered village compounds, and the addition of high speed and
new feeder roads, among others. The spatial, temporal, and
organizational or functional mapping supported by the metacity
concept brings these shifting conditions and processes together.
Thus, it is an ideal synthetic tool to show the linkages among the
global urban conditions and the five mechanistic frameworks.
Another example of metacity dynamics is the changes in vacant

land in cities. We focus on the fine scale process of demolition and
construction in an urban parcel in Shanghai (Fig. 6B) as one
illustration of how patches are created or changed. The pattern of
vacancy at any one time aggregates up to coarser scales, for
example that represented by the urban core of Shanghai (Fig. 6C).
In turn, coarser scale mosaics assimilate the fine and medium-
scale processes of parcel change across the multiple cities and the
interstices in the Yangtze River Delta urban megaregion (Fig. 6D).
Each one of the scales—from neighborhood to the entire Yangtze
River Megaregion—is a metacity.

Fig. 3 A model template for disaggregating disturbance as a process, illustrated by the Chicago heat wave of July, 1995. Events embody
mechanisms (forces) which interact with the existing structure of the system to generate change in the system structure. Subsequently, the
system can respond based on the changes caused by the disturbance event interacting with the capacities and drivers in the post-disturbance
system. The system properties shown in the Recovery/Reorganization box are those that will interact with subsequent disturbances. OEMC
stands for Office for Emergency Management and Communication. The number 311 refers to the service request line in many American cities,
including Chicago. The time arrow toward the right of the diagram indicates that subsequent instances of disturbance and response can
follow this one. The template is modified from Grimm et al.10.
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The metacity also has synthetic power because its fundamental,
component ideas resonate with different disciplines and profes-
sions. The metacity has roots in architecture59, emphasizing its
relevance to convergence between scientific knowledge and the
praxis of urban planning and design. It also parallels ecological
concepts such as the metapopulation and metacommunity63. In
effect, the metacity applies “patch dynamic” or shifting-mosaic28,62

thinking to social-ecological-technological urban regions22.
Although the metacity concept was introduced elsewhere64, this
is its first use as a synthetic tool for diverse urban frameworks.
We propose the metacity concept can serve as a central node in a

nested theoretical structure that includes the four global urban
conditions on its higher level as constraints or contexts, while
processes/mechanisms identified by the five contributing frameworks
can be adopted as hypotheses and measurable parameters on its
lower level (Fig. 7). Consequently, the metacity serves as a theoretical
condenser or nexus that brings both very general constraints and
very specific mechanisms together. The global urban conditions are
linked with numerous urban problems, such as sprawl, governance, or
pollution associated with motorized transport. Consequently, identify-
ing the links of the metacity to these conditions and using the

metacity as a conceptual template bringing together the processes or
mechanisms identified by the five frameworks may help strategize
locations and kinds of co-produced urban solutions.

THE METACITY CONFORMS TO THE FOUR GLOBAL URBAN
CONDITIONS
The four global urban conditions provide the high level
constraints or contexts for the metacity as a modeling approach.
Its relationship to the four global urban conditions is described
below, with each global urban condition italicized. The metacity,
as defined by McGrath and colleagues59,60,62,63, has the following
key characteristics relevant to our synthesis. It:

● Is not just about size; rather it focuses on structure, process, and
dynamics. Nor is it only about biology and physical features, but
it also encompasses society and technology. Thus, the metacity
applies the process-oriented human ecosystem framework and
the global condition of urban complexity.

● Applies to any spatial scale, from households and parcels to
extensive urban regions. Thus the metacity incorporates the

Fig. 4 The spatial distribution and racial classification of the 739 deaths from the July 1995 heat wave in Chicago. Source: Mike Thomas in
July 2015 issue of Chicago Magazine. The map is interactive in the online magazine. © 2015 Chicago Magazine. All rights reserved. Distributed
by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. Used by permission.
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global urban condition of connectedness at various scales and
distances.

● Is not just about isolated patches, but instead explores the
consequences of transboundary flows and influences. Thus, the
metacity operates under the conditions of diffuseness and
connectedness, and applies to diverse emerging forms of
urbanization in the global south and in non-industrial areas.

● Is not about fixed spatial arrangements, but deals with mosaics
that shift over time in composition, configuration, and connec-
tion. Thus, it is ideally suited to the unpredictable and linked
transformations of diverse global urban changes resulting from
local or regional drivers.

● Does not rely on an equilibrium distribution of states or an end
point. Thus, the metacity permits multiple trajectories and goals
of urban change, and shows how the condition of urban diversity
arises.

Consequently the four global urban conditions (Fig. 7) can be
considered to impose top down constraints that the metacity
must accommodate. But the concept can also integrate bottom
up processes and mechanisms, as we show in the next section.

THE METACITY INTEGRATES THE FIVE URBAN FRAMEWORKS
The mechanistic substance of the metacity as a model approach is
provided by the five frameworks and their component processes.
Each of the frameworks contains “bottom up” drivers or causes of
structure and change in a metacity. The metacity provides a
coherent, generalizable conceptual template for urban spatial
dynamics. Based on the general template, a specific metacity
model at a particular scale would be populated with various
processes or mechanisms identified by the five contributing
frameworks. The mechanisms that each framework includes are

Fig. 5 Dynamic heterogeneity as cause and consequence in urban systems illustrated by heterogeneity of social factors that can interact
with heterogeneity in the urban heat island during a heat wave (the first three items in the left hand column), followed by subsequent
effects and responses that may differ in space (the final three items on the left). Although the interacting factors and recommendations for
improvement are well known from the Chicago 1995 and other heat waves, the spatial differentials for most of the steps in the cascading
dynamics of heterogeneity have not been quantitatively examined at within-city scales. The ultimate concern with equity is also an aspect of
heterogeneity. This is a hypothetical model that can guide future research.
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the factors and actions that generate change in the spatial mosaic
of any urban system. The metacity concept, as the central node in
a nested theoretical structure, relies on the five frameworks to
articulate the mechanisms that specific models can employ
(Fig. 7). Because the metacity is a scalable concept, it links the
five frameworks and so represents mechanisms and applications
on many scales. The scale-flexible nature of the metacity is useful
because 21st century urbanization has itself become a multi-scalar
phenomenon65,66. The metacity does not explode because it uses
five diverse frameworks; rather it is a conceptual device that
brings the mechanistic detail of the five frameworks together.

A SHARED TOOL FOR CO-PRODUCED SOLUTIONS
There are practical benefits of the metacity framework for
planning or management. (1) The metacity prevents practitioners
from assuming cities are static. Some models and many plans are
fixed, and management is often neglected after a project is
constructed. (2) The metacity points to factor interaction in city
change, a subject of academic and real-world interest. This
counters the factor-by-factor approach to cities often embedded
in governance silos or professional disciplines (e.g., traffic, waste,
utilities). (3) It also helps keep developers, designers, or
researchers who may focus on particular cities or neighborhoods,
from seeing their work as spatially isolated. (4) In practice, the
metacity and the frameworks it operationalizes call for plans and
management to account for ongoing flows in the mosaic. (5) The
scalar openness of the metacity helps practitioners and research-
ers discover and work with the flows from distant locations, and it
sees specific sites and projects as reciprocally related to other
places. (6) Finally, it helps policy makers and residents understand
the need to manage the ongoing processes of change in their

metacity mosaics. The metacity is a conceptual solution to
critiques of planning and management as static, isolated pursuits
in cities that are actually dynamic and spatially complex in many
dimensions.
Combining the metacity and the five frameworks under global

urban contexts can provide practical values. The frameworks can
be arranged using a logic that begins with the existence of
integrated social-ecological-technological systems, and build
through important kinds of process (Fig. 8). The logic is that: (1)
Urban ecosystems are complex social-ecological-technological
systems, and must be modeled as such; (2) These systems, as
represented by those explicit models, can be disturbed or
disrupted. (3) Once disturbed, they may respond adaptively,
exhibiting ecological and social resilience within a domain of
attraction, or if adaptive capacities are inadequate, shift to a new
domain. (4) Adaptive capacities and outcomes are spatially
heterogeneous, resulting in spatial diversity within and among
systems. (5) Such differentially adapted and spatially distinct
places are integrated social-ecological-technological systems, and
can be connected at various scales. The kinds of connection are
captured in the continuum of urbanity. The logic can be used to
understand ongoing and proposed urban land transformations, as
exemplified by both vacancy and growth, phenomenon that all
cities undergo, often simultaneously.
For example, understanding land vacancy in post-industrial cities

can be enhanced through the logical connections among frame-
works. Vacancy and growth are integral parts of social-ecological
systems67,68; both vacancy and growth represent a structural
disturbance; responses to vacancy and growth have intentional
and unintentional adaptive responses, or in some cases can expose
a lack of adaptive capacity; the distributions of disturbances,
capacities, and responses are spatially heterogeneous.

Fig. 6 The concept of the metacity. A is the basic concept of metadynamics showing discrete but interacting patches at different scales
(modified from Mihaljevic 2012). B–D illustrate metadynamics in Shanghai, China at increasing spatial scale from left to right. B shows a patch
under construction in the urban core of Shanghai, which is intricately tied to integrated social-ecological systems. C shows the spatial
distribution of vacant land within the urban core area of Shanghai in 2010, and the diverse types of vacant land generated from a variety of
social-economic processes. D is the spatial distribution of urban growth from 1992 to 2010 in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) megaregion of
which Shanghai is a part. These illustrations neglect the variety of material, human, and informational transboundary flows that actually exist
across the different mosaics. Also not shown are the larger national and global mosaics or agglomerations of urban nodes and metacities with
which Shanghai and the YRD interact.
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Policy makers, managers, property owners, tenants, and users of
public space all make decisions about land vacancy and associated
amenities, hazards, or burdens69,70.
The global conditions and the related mechanistic frameworks

(Fig. 8) thus have implications for management and policy. The
case of land vacancy as a metacity process provides lessons for
improved management or design. For example, demolition is
commonly used to address vacancy, but can result in uninten-
tional consequences. Vacancy may reduce property values and
social cohesion in impacted neighborhoods, but it also can
support urban vegetation, providing the space to expand nature-
based ecosystem services such as local and city-wide heat island
mitigation67. In contrast, the volunteer vegetation that established
on vacant lands may not be perceived as an amenity for some
neighborhoods.
The frameworks can make a practical contribution to such

urban dilemmas because the logical sequence of the frameworks
suggests a checklist for assessing sustainability planning. The
proposed questions for the checklist are posed below along with
two different examples of how they might be applied to green
infrastructure as an urban stormwater management intervention,
and to a new urban development in China, the Xiong’an New
Area. Briefly, the central government of China plans to build the
Xiong’an New Area 100 km south of Beijing, to reduce pressures of
overcrowding and pollution in the capital. Newspaper reports
(e.g., South China Morning Post, 26 June 2017) concerning this
project, announced in April 2017 and ultimately to occupy
2000 km2, indicate that analysis of adaptive capacities has
addressed suitability for novel underground development, ade-
quacy of relatively clean subterranean water and potential for

water storage infrastructure, earthquake and civil defense security,
and geothermal energy resources.

1. Is the system conceived as a system integrating social-
ecological-technological aspects? Does the plan or interven-
tion address all three of the aspects of the system? Often
green stormwater infrastructure in U.S. cities is aimed at
satisfying regulatory requirements for stormwater amount
or quality. This focuses on the technological component of a
city, and can lead to neglect of ecological benefits71 or of
social burdens imposed on some communities72. The
massive Xiong’an New Area urban development in China
is being planned in a rural lake district. Plans available to the
public so far indicate that the intended area is being
evaluated for engineering and disaster resilience, but
planning for social and ecological sustainability are not yet
in evidence.

2. What factors of disturbance act or might act on the system,
and how are these factors spatially distributed? Disruption can
be generated by social-economic, biophysical-ecological, and
technological-infrastructural phenomena (Fig. 2). The Xion-
g’an New Area has been planned with reference to
earthquake and drought disturbance, but it is not clear that
heat waves and social cohesion are part of the planning.
Changing disturbance regimes may affect green stormwater
infrastructure planning in the U.S. Such installations may be
overwhelmed by the increasing size and frequency of
storms projected under climate change. Flooding due to
inland rainfall, stream overflow, and coastal storms are all
part of the growing disturbance factors in cities.

Fig. 7 A nested theoretical structure showing the relationship of the metacity with the four global urban conditions and the five
contributing frameworks (Left column). The metacity concept serves as a central node in the nested theoretical structure that includes the
four global urban conditions on its higher level as constraints or contexts, while processes or mechanisms identified by the five contributing
frameworks can be adopted as hypotheses and measurable parameters on its lower level. The right column shows how some important
changes in Chiang Mai, Thailand62 correspond to the metacity approach.
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3. If the system is disrupted, does it support ecological, social, and
technological adaptive capacities to constructively react and
reorganize? Green infrastructure maintenance is rarely
included in plans or the actual interventions themselves.
Often, local communities are assumed to take on the
maintenance of bioswales, rain gardens, and the like.
However, without time or financial resources, such main-
tenance may not be guaranteed. This impairs the contribu-
tion of green stormwater infrastructure to urban resilience.

4. How is adaptive capacity and impact spatially distributed
across the system? Urban regions are home to populations
and neighborhoods that differ widely in terms of wealth,
disposable income, time for community activities, access to
information, and power to influence environmental decision
making. If plans for urban development, change, and
revitalization do not take such differences into account,
social inequity can result.

5. How do spatially distinctive parts of the system connect with
each other and with urban and non-urban systems at various
distances? How do distant connections affect system disrup-
tion and adaptation? An example of the role of connectivity
in stormwater management is the impact of upstream
development in watersheds. Catastrophic floods in some
urban areas are associated with increasing suburban and
exurban development upstream of the older urban cores.
An additional example of connectivity is the infusion of
urban economic resources into Chinese village areas, which
has altered local lifestyles and reduced the dependence on
farm-based livelihoods. Rural biodiversity has concomitantly
responded in some places.

CONCLUSIONS
The frameworks promote a comprehensive view of urban systems.
More focused urban conceptions driven mainly by population size,
Gross Domestic (urban) Product, spatial extent, or fixed land use
classifications may miss the dynamic interconnectedness and/or

complexity of those urban SETS, and thereby the important roles of
social and environmental quality in understanding and improving
cities. Our synthesis meets several needs articulated for developing
a new global urban systems science1,9. The frameworks offer a
strong interdisciplinary lens on urban systems, supporting the
comparative research urgently needed as a complement to the
pioneering but place-based urban research that has emerged in
the last few decades73. The integrated frameworks can counter the
risk that problems prioritized by special interests may be over-
simplified, that opportunistically identified themes may be pursued
to the detriment of strategic choices, or that strictly technological
response to an immediate crisis may substitute for more inclusive
and systemic rosters of choices.
Urban ecosystem research is often justified by practical

concerns. This synthesis shows a broad theoretical foundation
for global urban science, and hence provides additional motiva-
tion for co-production and the transdisciplinary crossing of
academic and professional silos that is required to promote urban
sustainability. Because urban systems are complex, connected,
diffuse, and diverse, others may propose alternative frameworks. A
nested hierarchical approach to theory can accommodate such
conceptual variety and empirical evolution74, if the key frame-
works are indeed inclusive and open-ended. We hope our
synthesis has shown the value of an intellectually adaptive
approach to urban theory as a contribution to convergence
science for the global urban realm.
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